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ABSTRACT 
 
 
An Evolutionary Approach to Optimization of  
Compound Stock Trading Indicators 
Used to Confirm Buy Signals 
 
by 
 
 
Allan W. Teeples, Master of Science 
 
Utah State University, 2010 
 
 
Major Professor: Dr. Donald H. Cooley 
Department:  Computer Science 
 
 
 This thesis examines the application of genetic algorithms to the optimization of a 
composite set of technical indicator filters to confirm or reject buy signals in stock trading, based 
on probabilistic values derived from historical data.  The simplicity of the design, which gives 
each filter within the composite filter the ability to act independently of the other filters, is 
outlined, and the cumulative indirect effect each filter has on all the others is discussed. This 
system is contrasted with the complexity of systems from previous research that attempt to 
merge several indicator filters together by giving each one a weight as a percentage of the 
whole, or which build a decision tree based rule comprised of several indicators.   
The detrimental effects of short-term market fluctuations on the effectiveness of the 
optimization are considered, and attempts to mitigate these effects by reducing the length of 
the optimization interval are discussed.   
Finally, the optimized indicators are used in simulated trading, using historical data.  The 
results from the simulation are compared with the annual returns of the NASDAQ – 100 Index 
iv 
on a yearly basis over a period of four years.  The comparison shows that the composite 
indicator filter is proficient enough at filtering out inferior buy signals to substantially 
outperform the NASDAQ – 100 Index during each year of the simulation. 
(88 pages)   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Background 
Technical analysis is a methodology used for forecasting the future price of a stock by 
relying on charts derived from price and volume historical data.  The main assumption behind 
technical analysis is that any outside factors that affect a stock are already reflected in the 
current price of the stock, making it unnecessary to delve into a company’s various earnings and 
other financial reports [1].  The technical analyst believes that stocks move in trends, which 
repeat themselves.    There are hundreds of technical indicators, all of which are derived from 
historical price data.  Some common indicators include moving averages, oscillators, such as the 
relative strength index, and Japanese candlestick charts [2]. 
Since no single trading indicator is accurate 100 percent of the time, professional 
traders use one or more indicators to confirm a buy signal in order to increase the probability of 
making a successful trade.  In order to do this, they must select the indicators they prefer to use, 
and then determine the values for those indicators that they feel should confirm the signal. 
1.2 Motivation 
 When using technical indicators, there is a trade-off between sensitivity and 
consistency. Ideally, an indicator should be sensitive to price movements, thereby giving signals 
as early as possible, while at the same time minimizing the number of false signals.  Indicator 
sensitivity is increased by reducing the number of days over which an indicator value is 
calculated, but at the same time, the number of false signals also increases. When sensitivity is 
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decreased by increasing the number of days, the number of false signals also decreases, but the 
signals end up lagging too far behind the price action, diminishing rewards [3]. 
The motivation for applying a genetic algorithm (GA) to the problem of composite 
technical indicator filter optimization is to provide a set of optimized indicators in a reasonable 
amount of time which is adapted to current market conditions.  The composite indicator should 
confirm buy signals early, with a minimal number of false signals.  On a daily basis, historical 
data for thousands of stocks is generated, providing the opportunity to discover patterns in 
price movement based on probabilities. A composite indicator, evolved using a GA, should be 
able to assimilate this data, and within seconds provide an approximation of an optimal 
solution, potentially leading to larger and more consistent portfolio growth than that achieved 
by index funds such as the NASDAQ – 100 Index.   
1.3 Research Goal and Contributions 
The goal of this work is to add to the body of evolutionary algorithm assisted stock 
trading research with the novel contribution of using a GA system that makes use of statistics to 
optimize a set of twelve technical indicators to be used in confirming buy signals in stock 
trading.  In contrast to previous work, this research utilizes a simple design, in which each 
indicator is mechanically independent of the others, yet is able to impact them indirectly during 
the optimization process, resulting in a robust composite indicator filter.  Experimental results 
show that when applied to all stocks on the NASDAQ stock exchange, the composite filter is able 
to facilitate substantial growth in capital over a four year simulation period from 1/1/2006 to 
12/31/2009.  The average annual growth rate was 87.68%, compared to the NASDAQ -100 Index 
average rate of return of 9.28% over the same period.  The NASDAQ – 100 Index is a collection 
of 100 of the largest domestic and international securities listed on the NASDAQ, and represents 
companies across major industry groups [4].   
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The value for each indicator is optimized utilizing a genetic algorithm, and the data used 
to perform the optimization are derived from historical data on all stocks traded on the NASDAQ 
stock exchange.  Optimization takes place during a specified period of time, followed by a 
subsequent period of time in which the optimized indicator values are used for simulated 
trading.  The optimized value for each indicator represents a probability, and is the lower bound 
as determined by the algorithm for allowing a buy signal to pass through the indicator filter 
successfully.  The program uses this composite indicator to either accept or reject an initial buy 
signal.  The major contributions of this research are: 
 It shows the utility of using a statistics-based evolutionary approach to find an 
approximation of the optimal composite indicator filter based on historical data. 
 It applies a new and more effective approach to the construction of a composite 
indicator.  The traditional approach has been to find optimal weights for three or 
four indicators that represent the relative importance of each indicator in relation to 
the others.  Each individual weight has no meaning, except in the context of the 
whole.  In contrast, the composite indicator for this work is comprised of twelve 
indicators, each of which act independently of the other, but indirectly influence the 
others by altering the ratio of profitable trades and unprofitable trades in the 
optimization domain.  The composite indicator is analogous to a series of hurdles, 
and the role of the GA in this context is to set the height for each hurdle such that 
profitable trades are maximized and unprofitable trades are minimized.  
1.4 Thesis Outline 
 Chapter 2 presents a brief history of the origins of genetic algorithms, and summarizes 
how they work.  An overview of some of the research that has been done with genetic 
algorithms in the field of stock trading is also given. 
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 Chapter 3 lists all of the technical indicators that were used to make up the composite 
indicator filter, and gives a brief description of each indicator, and how it is derived from 
historical data. 
 Chapter 4 presents information on the downloading of the stock symbol list, and each 
symbol’s historical data.  It covers how the data is manipulated and stored, as well as how it is 
used to create a statistical lookup table of winning probabilities against which each of the 
indicator values are compared. 
 Chapter 5 presents the genetic algorithm for the project, detailing the parameters used, 
such as population size, parent selection method, crossover method, mutation rate, and fitness 
function, as well as the why of their values. 
 Chapter 6 discusses the optimization results achieved using this genetic algorithm, and 
how parameters such as population size and the parent selection method affect the outcome.  
The results in this chapter are those achieved on trial data during the optimization period only.   
 Chapter 7 gives a summary of the simulated trading that was performed on data 
subsequent to the trial data.   
 Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, discussing how well the simulation results achieved by 
the optimized composite indicator filter compared to the business plan, and to the growth of 
the NASDAQ 100 Index. Direction for future investigation is also discussed. 
 The Appendix discusses the need for a business plan, and outlines the tentative plan 
adopted for the current work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATED WORK 
2.1   Genetic Algorithm Origins  
In 1975, John Henry Holland, considered to be the father of genetic algorithms, wrote 
his ground-breaking book on genetic algorithms, Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems [5].  
The genetic algorithm (GA) is an evolutionary algorithm that mimics the biological evolution of 
living organisms to find an exact or good approximation of a global minimum or maximum of a 
given problem.  The four main concepts of the GA borrowed from biological evolution are 
selection, crossover, mutation, and fitness.  GA techniques have been applied to many types of 
optimization problems, such as automotive and engineering design, robotics, 
telecommunications, joke generation, biomimicry, travel routing, traffic routing, production 
scheduling, encryption and code breaking, molecular design, investment strategies, 
merchandising and marketing  [6]. 
2.2  The Genetic Algorithm  
 The GA consists of a population of possible solutions to a problem, which are called 
chromosomes.  The encoding for the chromosome can be represented in various ways.  In this 
paper, the chromosome is represented as an array of double values.  The initial population is a 
randomly generated set of possible solutions.  During each iteration of the GA, a new generation 
of chromosomes is created through the process of selection, crossover, and mutation.  Each 
chromosome is then evaluated by a fitness function to determine the quality of the solution.  
The algorithm ends when a predetermined number of generations has been reached, when it is 
determined progress is no longer being made, or a known or acceptable optimum has been 
found. 
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2.3 Literature Review 
There has been much research related to improving the performance of genetic 
algorithms in general.  Of particular relevance to the current research is the work done by 
Andreae and Xie [7] on tournament selection.  The authors state that the tournament selection 
method is popular because selection pressure can be adjusted by changing tournament size to 
tune the convergence of a genetic algorithm.  Graphically, they showed how populations of 20, 
100, and 300 individuals could be made to have comparable rates of convergence by varying 
tournament size.   
With the increased usage of GA applications, the ability to evaluate their applicability to 
specific problems at the application level has become more important.  Jiang and Chang [8] 
point out that many times, researchers have reported success in applying GAs to their problems 
by comparison of their GA based results with the results achieved using other methods.  
However, although the GA application outperforms other methods, it is not proven that the GA 
guides the solution to the global optimum.  Indeed, they note that for most real world 
optimization problems, the optimal solutions are not known.  To help researchers at the 
application level better understand the meaning of results derived from genetic algorithms, [8] 
stresses the need for a formalized measurement system to estimate the applicability of GAs to 
real world optimization problems.  Unfortunately, since the number of real world applications is 
so vast, and the requirements and parameters are so varied, the formalized system of 
measurement called for by [8] does not yet exist.        
 Within the realm of academic research, there have been several works that have sought 
to enhance stock trading performance or improve portfolio management through evolutionary 
optimization.  Generally, these works have attempted to find an optimal weighted rule or a 
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decision based rule built upon a combination of indicators. These indicators are then used to 
make stock trading or portfolio allocation decisions, generally in a simulated environment.   
Becker and O’Reilly [9] used genetic programming (GP) in an attempt to create a 
quantitative investment strategy for asset management firms, which employs mathematical 
models to make investment decisions, such as which stocks to add or remove from a portfolio.  
Although their research involved fundamental indicators rather than technical indicators, their 
strategy of applying weights to each component of a trading rule or model is typical of the 
strategy of weighting individual components of a composite rule as a percentage of the 
composite rule as a whole.  Members of the GP population were candidate selection models 
comprised of a mathematical function on a set of decision variables.  For their investment 
domain, they considered securities that were components of the S&P 500 stock index, excluding 
the financials and utilities sectors.  Based on financial theories and portfolio managers’ 
investment expertise, they chose 65 financial variables from a variety of classes, such as 
fundamentals from company balance sheets, income statements, earnings estimates, price 
returns, and market perspectives.  These variables were then separated into four categories of 
factors: valuation (V), quality (Q), price sentiment (P), and analyst sentiment (E).    One of the 
example models or solutions is  
Model T = 0.47 *V + 0.09 *Q + 0.13* E + .31* P 
where each variable is weighted in relation to the others, so that the total weight equaled 1.0.   
Simulations using their system performed well against the benchmark S&P 500 index 
over their 16-year simulation period.  The cumulative gains for the simulation period were 
approximately 2500% compared to just under 400% for the benchmark index.  However, one 
aspect missing from their research was the application of capital constraints.  For larger 
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institutions, the amount of capital available may not be a big issue.  Since the typical investor is 
constrained by cash on hand limitations, any simulation must take this into account to be 
considered realistic.  
 Li and Tsang [10] presented a genetic programming (GP) based system that took six 
common technical rules and adapted them to stock prediction problems.  They called their 
system Financial Genetic Programming (FGP).  Their system used genetic programming to 
generate decision trees of technical rules.  Results showed that their system outperformed 
commonly used, individual technical rules with respect to prediction accuracy and annualized 
rate of return over a three-and-a-half year simulation period.  In their work, their goal was to 
predict if a purchase today would result in a return of 4% or more within the next 63 trading 
days.  Given that PMV_50, TRB_5, and Filter_63 are specific technical indicators, one of the 
simplest solutions that FGP produced was:  
(IF (PMV_50 < -28.45) THEN Positive 
ELSE (IF ((TRB_5 > -29.38) AND (Filter_63 < 66.24)) 
THEN Negative 
ELSE Positive)) [10] 
 
The authors acknowledge that the current work is not complete, since it does not take into 
account factors such as transaction costs, and whether or not funds are available to make a 
purchase. 
 Hirabayashi et al. [11] used a genetic algorithm to build conditional equations to be 
used in foreign exchange (FX) trading.  They used four technical indicators, and their 
chromosome design consisted of 134 bits, which were divided into 65 bits for the buy rule, 65 
bits for the sell rule, and 3 bits for AND/OR operators.  A typical conditional rule for a buy signal 
might be: 
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{(c1 <RSI1< c2) Op.1 (c3 <PD< c4)} Op.2 
 
{( c5 <RR< c6) Op.3 (c7 <RSI2<c8)} [11] 
 
where c1 through c8 are upper and lower bounds for each of the four indicators, and Op.1 
through Op.3 are the AND/OR operators.  Testing was conducted over a period of 4 years, from 
2005 through 2008, using hourly closing values for foreign exchange rates.  The simulation 
consisted of 6-month learning periods followed by 3-month trading periods.  A graph of results 
for 2005 showing trading of the Japanese yen against the U.S. dollar did show an increase in 
capital of 57%.  However, the simulation allowed capital to be leveraged up to 500%.  Also, since 
results for only one year of the simulation were shown, one is lead to question whether the 
simulation did as well on the remaining three years. 
 Bodas-Sagi discussed the volatility index (VIX), as it applies to stock trading [12].  VIX is a 
key measure of market expectations for near-term volatility, and is considered by many to be 
the primary barometer of market volatility and investor sentiment.  Bodas-Sagi conducted a 
correlation test between VIX and closing prices of the DJ Index between January 1st 2000 and 
December 31st 2005, and concluded that a high VIX adversely affects upward movement of a 
stock index.  He consequently states that it is logical to avoid stock purchases during such times. 
 Gorgulho et al. [13] composed their composite indicator rule using six commonly used 
technical indicators.  The chromosome was represented as seven decimal values (genes).  The 
first six genes represented the optimized weight for each rule, and had a value between 0.0 and 
1.0, and the sum of all the weights was 1.0.  The seventh gene represented a lower limit of 
acceptance for the buy signal, and was also represented as a value between 0.0 and 1.0.  When 
a buy signal was encountered for a specific stock, the indicator values for the stock at the time 
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of the buy signal were evaluated, and given a score of 0.0, 0.5, or 1.0, depending on criteria 
specific to each indicator.  Scoring of the buy signal was done as follows: 
 
 
where Wi was the weight assigned to the technical rule i, and Score(X, i) was the score given by 
the technical rule i to stock X.  If the result was greater than the optimized lower limit in the 
seventh gene, the buy signal was accepted.  For their project, they used the historical data of 
100 stocks on the S&P 500 index from February 1st 2005 to January 31st 2007.  The first year of 
data during this period was used for training (optimization), and the second year of data was 
used to simulate trading.  The authors state that their system performed well against the 
benchmark buy and hold strategy in a bull market.  For the given simulation period, the annual 
growth was 40.92%, compared to 5.28% for the benchmark buy and sell strategy. 
Subramanian et al. [14] were able to do very realistic trading simulations on a virtual 
stock exchange that integrated real orders through an electronic communications network with 
simulated orders.  His agent was specifically designed for day trading.  The agent could do tens 
or even hundreds of trades in a single day.  Best performance was achieved when he optimized 
his composite indicator weights using a modified Sortino ratio, which suppresses negative 
volatility but not positive volatility.  The indicators he used to form his composite indicator rule 
were moving average crossover (MAS), price channel breakout (PCBS), order book volume 
imbalance (VS), and simple price trend (PS).  Simulation results demonstrated that a composite 
fitness function could be optimized for the day trading domain. 
There are two main differences between the approach to evolutionary optimization 
used in the current work and the approaches just described.  First, whereas the previous works 
attempted to weigh indicators in relation to each other, or to integrate each individual indicator 
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into a complex decision tree based rule, the current work attempts optimization in such a way 
that each indicator is mechanically independent of the others, and yet indirectly exerts influence 
on the other indicator values. Second, whereas the output from previous works is a weighted 
rule or complex decision tree, the optimized results in this work represent probabilities for a 
profitable trade for each indicator along a distribution of statistical values derived from 
historical data.  These values serve as benchmarks over which a buy signal must pass in order to 
be accepted.  The underlying concept is that each indicator is able to weed out unprofitable buy 
signals that show weakness in a certain area, thereby increasing the probability of choosing a 
profitable buy signal for the other indicators.   
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CHAPTER 3 
TECHNICAL INDICATORS 
 In general, technical indicators can be categorized into four major groups [15]: 
 
 Momentum indicators 
 Volatility indicators 
 Trend indicators 
 Volume related indicators 
 
There are dozens of indicators, many of which are slight variations of more commonly 
used indicators, but which convey much of the same information.  The indicators chosen for the 
current project were selected because they are well known and frequently used indicators, and 
are a good representation all four groups of indicators.   
In most cases, rather than using the indicator values directly, as is conventionally done, 
the current work uses the novel approach of converting the indicator values into the form of 
change over a period of time.  This allows the relationship between two different values for the 
indicator (captured at two different points in time), to be represented as a rate of change 
(trend), and it also puts any calculations of the indicator values on the same scale.  In order to 
make the trend more sensitive to change, a relatively short period of five trading days is used.  
Increased sensitivity to change provides for earlier detection of a trend reversal, which can lead 
greater profits.   The indicators used for the current project are as follows:  
 Price 
 Price Trend                      (Trend) 
 Relative Strength Index          (Momentum) 
 Relative Strength Index Trend         (Momentum) 
 Volume Trend                 (Volume) 
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 Moving Average Convergence/Divergence Trend  Trend, Momentum) 
(two variations) 
 
 On Balance Volume Trend        (Volume) 
 Modified Sortino Ratio       (Volatility) 
 Exponential Moving Average Trend (three variations)       (Trend)       
For further discussion on indicator selection, see section 8.4 (Future Work and 
Research).  For each of the indicators, an example using data from INTC (Intel Corporation) 
history will be given to show how the values are calculated.   
3.1  Price 
 The price of a stock is technically not an indicator, but it can be effective in selecting 
stocks with prices that may tend to provide better gain to loss ratios.  For example, achieving a 
10% gain over a two week period on a stock that sells for five dollars would require that the 
stock increase in value by only fifty cents.  In contrast, a stock that costs five hundred dollars 
would need to increase by fifty dollars.  However,  the five hundred dollar stock may have a 
proven record of more steady gains, whereas the five dollar stock may be more risky due to 
more volatility.    Between the extremes in prices, there may be one or more price range in 
which the right amount of risk and reliability combine to provide an average profit that is better 
than other price ranges.   
3.2  Ten-Day Simple Moving Average Trend 
 The  simple moving average is a type of trend indicator.  The 10-day simple moving  
average is the average closing price over a 10-day period  [16]: 
Simple Moving Average10                                          ) / 10 
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To compute the trend of the moving average, the moving average is calculated at two 
points in time 5 days apart.  The trend is calculated by subtracting the older 10-day moving 
average at the start of the 5-day period from the most recent 10-day moving average at the end 
of the 5-day period, and then dividing the result by the starting 10-day moving average to 
convert the value to a percentage of the starting value. 
Simple Moving Average Trend = (SMAEnd – SMAStart) / SMAStart 
Example: 
SMAStart 7/7 – 7/27 2009 Using closing price (10 days) = 
(16.25 + 15.94 + 16.02 + 16.04 + 16.49 + 16.83 + 18.05 + 18.50 + 18.79 + 18.90) / 10 = 
$17.18 
SMAEnd   7/14 – 7/27 2009 Using closing price (10 days) =  
(16.83 + 18.05 + 18.50 + 18.79 + 18.90 + 18.90 + 19.14 + 19.48 + 19.36 + 19.47) / 10 = $18.74 
SMA Trend = ($18.74 – $17.18) / $17.18 =  .091 (9.1% over five days, or 1.8% per day) 
 
3.3  Relative Strength Index 
 Developed by Wilder, the relative strength index (RSI) is a momentum indicator [17].  
RSI compares the magnitude of recent gains with the magnitude of recent losses, and 
represents the relationship as an integer value between 0 and 100.  A gain or loss for each day is 
the difference between the opening and closing price.  Wilder suggests a time period of 14 days 
for the RSI calculation, which is as follows: 
RSI = 100 – (100 / (1 + RS) ) 
Where: 
RS = Average Gain / Average Loss 
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Average Gain = ( (previous Average Gain) x 13 + Current Gain) / 14 
Average Loss = ( (previous Average Loss) x 13 + Current Loss) / 14 
Example: 
7/8 – 7/27 2009 
Average Gain = 0.11033 
Average Loss = 0.099237   
RS = 0.11033 / 0.099237 = 1.111737 
RSI = 100 / (1 + 1.111737) = 47.35 
 
In this work, with the exception of price, all other indicator values are between 0.0 and 1.0, and 
are interpreted as a percentage.  Therefore, in order to maintain consistent representation, RSI 
is converted to this same scale, and the above result would be 0.47. 
 According to Wilder, an RSI value of 30 and below is “undersold,” meaning the stock is 
in a phase of low demand, which is driving the price down. Conversely, a value of 70 and above 
is “oversold,” meaning the stock is in a phase of high demand, which is driving the price up.  A 
value rising above 50 indicates that recent gains have begun to exceed recent losses.  Likewise, a 
value falling below 50 indicates that recent losses have begun to exceed recent gains.  There are 
several strategies for trading based on the RSI value [17], but for the purpose of this research, 
the only thing of concern is the success rate for making a profitable trade, and the expected 
profit per trade throughout the range of RSI values. 
   3.4  Relative Strength Index Trend 
 The relative strength index trend converts the relative strength index to a trend (RSI 
trend), by calculating the rate of change  in RSI over a 5-day period in relation to the the starting 
RSI value:    
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RSI Trend = (RSI End – RSI Start) / RSI Start 
Example: 
RSIStart = 0.47 (from calculated value in section 3.3 – Date range:  7/8 – 7/27 2009) 
RSIEnd = 0.39 (following formula in section 3.3 - Date range: 7/14 – 8/3 2009) 
RSI Trend = (0.39 – 0.47) / 0.47 = -0.17 (-17% for 5 days, or -3.4% per day) 
A positive RSI trend indicates that the magnitude of recent gains in relation to the 
magnitude of recent losses is increasing.  A negative RSI trend indicates that the magnitude of 
recent gains in comparison to recent losses is decreasing. 
3.5  Volume Trend 
 Volume can be used as an indicator that complements other types of indicators.  When 
other indicators show upward movement, volume decreasing may indicate that the current 
movement is not sustainable.  A sudden extreme increase in volume can indicate that a stock 
may be overheated, and thus headed for a sharp reversal [18].   
Like RSI trend, for the current work, volume trend is also based on an interval of five 
days, and is calculated as a percentage of the starting volume.  The start volume and end 
volumes are simply the average volumes of shares exchanged during a given five day period:   
Volume trend= (Volume End – Volme Start) / Volume Start. 
Example: 
VolumeStart =  (95548700, 186137900, 90052900, 84212400, 77865900) / 5 = 
106,763,560  ( 7/14 – 7/20 2009 ) 
VolumeEnd = (63780400, 141096200, 151443300, 51683400, 42326100) / 5 =  
90,065,880  (7/21 7/27 2009) 
Volume Trend = (90065880 – 106763560) / 106763560 = -0.156 
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(-15.6% over five days, or 3.1% per day) 
3.6  Exponential Moving Average Trends 
 
 Moving averages are trend indicators, which lag  behind price movement.  The 
exponential moving average (EMA) is a moving average that weighs recent prices more heavily 
than older prices, causing the indicator to respond more quickly to changes in price.  The EMA 
formula does not make use of exponents, so the name for this indicator is not accurate.  A more 
fitting name would be “weighted moving average,” since it simply gives more weight to more 
recent prices.  The EMA can be calculated for any period of time.  Common time frames are 12 
and 26 days [19].  The weighting for recent days becomes greater as the EMA timeframe 
becomes shorter.  The formula for EMA is: 
EMA(current) = ( (Price(current) – EMA(previous) ) x Multiplier) + EMA(previous) 
Where   Multiplier = 2 / (1 + N), and N = Number of days of EMA [14] 
 
 In this research, trends of EMA5, EMA12, and EMA26 are calculated over a 5-day 
interval.  The formula for the EMA trend in this research is: 
EMA Trend = (EMA End – EMA Start) / EMA Start 
Example:  12 day EMA (EMA12) 
Multiplier = 2 / (1 + 12) = 0.1538 
Price(current) = $19.47 (closing price on Monday, 7/27/2009) 
EMA12(previous) = $18.33 (EMA12 on Friday 7/24/2009) 
EMA12(current) = ($19.47 - $18.33) * 0.1538 + $18.33 = $18.51 (7/27/2009) 
EMA12Start = $18.33 (7/27/2009) 
EMA12END =  $18.98 (8/3/2009) 
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EMA12 Trend = ($18.98 - $18.51) / $18.51 = 0.025 (2.5% over 5 days, or 0.5% per day) 
 Note that for the initial startup of the EMA12 calculation, a simple moving average of 
the first twelve days of available history is used to represent the first EMA12 value. 
3.7   Moving Average Convergence/Divergence 
         
 Developed by Appel, moving average convergence/divergence (MACD) is a popular 
indicator that uses exponential moving averages, and therefore has trend-following 
characteristics [20].  The calculation for the MACD is simply the shorter EMA value minus the 
longer EMA value.    Plotting successive MACD values results in a line that oscillates above and 
below zero, making it a momentum indicator.  The standard time periods for the two EMAs is 12 
days, and 26 days, and is written MACD(12,26).  The 26 day EMA is subtracted from the 12 day 
EMA.  A positive value indicates that the rate of change for the 12-day EMA is greater than the 
rate of change of the 26-day EMA, meaning upward momentum is increasing.  A negative value 
indicates that downward momentum is increasing.  The calculation for MACD is: 
MACD(12, 26) = EMA 12 – EMA 26  
In the current research, MACD trend is calculated as the change in MACD over a period 
of five days as a percentage of the starting MACD.    
MACD Trend = (MACD(12, 26) End  – MACD(12,26) Start)  / MACD(12, 26) Start 
Example: 
MACD(12, 26)Start = EMA12 – EMA26 = $18.51 - $17.63 = $0.88 (EMA values taken from 
7/27/2009) 
MACD(12, 26)End = EMA12 – EMA26 = $18.98 - $18.18 = $0.80 (EMA values taken from 8/3/2009) 
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MACD Trend = (.80 - .88) / .88 = -.09 (-9% over 5 days, or -1.8% per day) 
3.8  On Balance Volume  
On balance volume (OBV) is another volume-type indicator.  OBV measures negative 
and positive volume flow.  To calculate OBV for a given period of days, the volume traded for 
the day is added when the stock close price is up, and subtracted when the stock close price is 
down.   The cumulative total on a given day represents a point on the OBV line.  The underlying 
assumption with this indicator is that volume precedes price, so OBV can be used to estimate 
the strength of an anticipated move in price [21].  For this project, OBV is calculated over a 
period of 5 days.  The calculation for OBV is: 
Set OBVYesterday to zero. 
For each day in the 5 day interval: 
When the stock closes up:  OBV = OBVYesterday + VolumeToday 
When the stock closes down:  OBV = OBVYesterday – VolumeToday 
 
OBV Trend is calculated over a 5-day interval as a percentage of the OBV value at the 
start of the 5-day period: 
OBV Trend = (OBV Trend End – OBV Trend Start) / OBV Trend Start  
Example: 
OBVStart = (63780400 + 141096200 + 151443300 + 51683400 + 42326100) = 450329400 
(from 7/21 – 7/27 2009) 
OBVEnd = (60037100 + 50331700 – 60640900 – 47557600 – 44330800) = -42160500 
(from 7/28 – 8/3 2009) 
OBV Trend = (-42,160,500 – 450,329,400) / 450,329,400 = -1.09 
(-109% over five days, or 21.9% per day) 
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3.9 Modified Sortino Ratio  
Modified Sortino ratio (MSR) rewards consistency and profitability.  It penalizes negative 
volatility without penalizing positive volatility.  The formula for MSR is as follows [22]: 
 ρi   is the  profit/loss at the end of the trading period, minus fees and penalties. 
 μ is the mean value of all ρi over a given time period. 
 σn  is the standard deviation of negative returns only. 
 MSR = μ/σn. 
In [22], the trading agent was designed to simulate day trading, in which the number of trades in 
a single day could reach into the hundreds, and ρi represented the profit or loss at the end of 
one day.   
 In the context of this project, the trading period ρ is one day, and the forty days previous 
to the buy signal are used in the calculation. 
Example: 
ρcurrent = = Daycurrent(close) – Daycurrent(open) 
For 8/3/2009, ρ = $19.37 - $19.48 = -$0.11 
μ = 0.0418 (mean value of all ρ 6/8/2009 – 8/3/2009) 
σn  = 0.139 (standard deviation of negative returns only from 6/8/2009 – 
8/3/2009) 
MSR = μ/σn = 0.0418 / 0.139 = 0.299 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA 
4.1   The Symbol List 
The current work considers all securities traded on NASDAQ.  At the time of this writing, 
there were over 2800 securities listed on NASDAQ.  In the code, the call, 
“webClient.DownloadString(nasdaqSymbolsUr1l)”, returns all of the currently listed symbols, 
which are used to update the symbol list in my file NasdaqSymbols.txt. 
 
4.2 Data Acquisition 
4.2.1  Full Acquisition 
URLTemplate2 is used to create the URL for downloading historical data for a single 
symbol.  .In this work, “symbol” denotes the name under which a security is listed.  For example, 
the listing for Intel Corporation is INTC.  The URL to download historical data for INTC for the 
time period from  1/ 3/2005 to 1/4/2010 is: “http://ichart.finance.yahoo.com/table.csv?s= 
INTC&a=0&b=3&c=2005&d=0 &e=4&f=2010&g=d&ignore=.csv”, where the month parameter is 
zero based. 
  Once the urls for all the symbols have been created and added to a list, the update for 
each symbol is downloaded, and appended to the history for the symbol.  The history for each 
symbol is stored in an xml file named after the symbol.  The data file for INTC is INTC.xml, and an 
example of a single entry for one day is shown in Section 4.3.  In cases in which the symbol is 
new, a new file for the symbol is created.  On a network with a 40MB  connection to the 
                                                          
1
   nasdaqSymbolsUrl = “http://www.hotpng.com/symbols/all-nasdaq-symbols.php” 
2   UrlTemplate = "http://ichart.finance.yahoo.com/table.csv?s=[symbol]&a=" + 
"[startMonth]&b=[startDay]&c=[startYear]&d=[endMonth]&e=" + "[endDay]&f=[endYear]&g=d&ignore=.csv" 
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Internet, this process takes about 5 to 7 minutes.  On a 56K dial-up connection, it can take as 
much as one hour. 
 
4.2.2  One Day Acquisition 
An alternative to downloading historical data is to download only the most recent day of 
historical data for up to 200 symbols at a time using OneDayUrlTemplate3.  This method is only 
an option when updates are done consistently every day; otherwise, there would be gaps in the 
data.  The url to download one day of data for up to two hundred symbols, starting with INTC is  
“http://finance.yahoo.com/d/quotes.csv?s={INTC+INTG+INTT+INTU+.......}&a=&f=sd1ohgl1v”.   
Using this method, the most recent day of data for all 2800 symbols can be downloaded in just 
15 calls, and is completed in less than one minute. 
4.2.3 Utilizing Both Acquisition Methods 
 When doing a data update, the code checks to see the date each file was last updated.  The 
one day acquisition method is used where possible; but when a day has been missed, the full 
update method is used. 
4.3 Data Storage 
Once downloaded, the data for each symbol is stored in its own xml file.  Each row of data 
denotes a symbol’s results for a given day, and consists of the following information:   
Example Day:  INTC (Intel Corporation) 
 
<day date="2009-08-03" open="19.48" high="19.56" low="19.18" close="19.37" 
volume="44330800" ema5="19.32" ema12="18.98" ema26="18.18" avgGain="0.13" 
avgLoss="0.08" /> 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
3
   OneDayUrlTemplate  = “http://finance.yahoo.com/d/quotes.csv?s={[symbol]}&a=&f=sd1ohgl1v” 
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4.4 The BuySellEvents Object 
When running the GA, the data for each symbol is processed for every new population 
of chromosomes.  Rather than repeatedly having to open all 2800 plus data files, all of the 
relevant information needed to evaluate and process a stock purchase, from the initial buy 
signal until the time it is sold for a profit or loss, is loaded into a “BuySellEvents” object once 
during initialization.  With all of the needed information loaded into memory, each new 
population of chromosomes can be evaluated and assigned a fitness value in about 5 seconds, 
as opposed to over 1 minute when the BuySellEvents object is not used.  Each BuySellEvent in 
the BuySellEvents object contains the following information: 
 Symbol  The name of the stock  
 StartDate The date on which the buy signal occurred 
 StartIndex The row index in the history file wherein the buy signal occurred 
 EndIdx  The row index in the history file wherein the sell signal occurred 
 StartPrice The price of the stock on the day of the buy signal 
 EndPrice The price of the stock when it is sold 
 DayLow The lowest price of the stock on the day of the buy signal 
 Close  The closing price of the stock on the day of the buy signal 
 EpisodeHigh The highest price of the stock while it is being held 
 EpisodeLow The lowest price of the stock while it is being held 
 PriceTrend The price trend of the stock on the day of the buy signal 
 Value  The net profit or loss when the stock is sold 
 RSI  The Relative Strength Index on the day of the buy signal 
 RSITrend The Relative Strength Index Trend on the day of the buy signal 
 VolumeTrend The Volume Trend on the day of the buy signal 
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 Macd1226T The MACD(12, 26) trend on the day of the buy signal 
 Macd512T The MACD(5, 12) trend on the day of the buy signal 
 OBV Trend The On Balance Volume Trend on the day of the buy signal 
 MSR  The Modified Sortino Ratio on the day of the buy signal 
 Ema5Trend The EMA5 Trend on the day of the buy signal 
 Ema12Trend The EMA12 Trend on the day of the buy signal 
 Ema26Trend The EMA26 Trend on the day of the buy signal 
During live trading, it is necessary to update the symbol histories and regenerate the 
BuySellEvents object every day.   However, when doing simulations over a specified period, 
there is no need to continually update the files and regenerate the BuySellEvents object.  For 
the purpose of speeding up initialization of the BuySellEvents object, a serialized version of the 
BuySellEvents object is stored in a .dat file.  It takes between 5 and 20 seconds to deserialize the 
events from the .dat file, as opposed to over 3 minutes to regenerate the BuySellEvents from 
the history files.  When a change is made to the buy or sell criteria, or when the history is 
updated, the .dat file must be deleted and regenerated. 
4.5 The Statistics Object 
Once the BuySellEvents are loaded, statistical data related to each of the technical indicators 
used in the composite rule is derived from the information stored in the unfiltered set of events 
in BuySellEvents, and held in a class called Statistics.  For each indicator, the mean and standard 
deviation is found.  Next, for each indicator, the success ratio for a profitable trade is calculated 
at intervals of +/-.5 standard deviations from the mean for up to 6 standard deviations.  Column 
5 of Table 4.1 shows the probability of a profitable trade along the RSI trend distribution. The 
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range values column represents the upper and lower bound of indicator values for each interval 
of .5 standard deviations along the distribution of values.  For a detail on Statistics object usage, 
Table 4.1. Statistics for RSI Trend Indicator Based on Unfiltered BuySellEvents. 
 
see Section 5.8 Training. 
Note the last row, in which the probability of a profitable trade is 44.8%.  Although there 
were more unprofitable trades than profitable ones, the average profit per winning trade 
($645.32), was almost $200 more than the average loss per unprofitable trade (-$450), resulting 
in an average net profit of $41.  See section 4.6 for detail on minimizing losses.   
4.6   The Buy Signal 
BuySellEvents are derived from the historical data, and are based on the specified buy 
and sell criteria. The crafting of the buy-and-sell criteria can have a significant impact on the 
number of events that make it into the BuySellEvents object, and the profitability achieved by 
the solution. 
For this project, there are two preliminary constraints used to filter out stocks even 
before the check for a buy signal takes place: 
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 Volume of shares sold for the day must be greater than 250,000:  This is to ensure 
that there will be no difficulty buying and selling the stock due to a lack of demand.  
Some stocks have only a few, or even no transactions per day, and a buy or sell 
order may go for days without being filled. 
 The price of the stock must be greater than $1.20:  The brokerage used for this 
project does not allow stop loss orders to be placed which are less than $1.00 per 
share.  (See Appendix for more on stop loss orders.), and the minimum purchase 
price of $1.20 ensures that a stop loss order exceeding the $1.00 minimum can be 
placed in conformance with the sell criteria in Section 4.7. 
Selection of buy signal criteria is in large part based on the personal preferences and 
creativity of the individual investor.  The objective in this work was to construct a buy signal that 
is able to identify a trend reversal as soon after the reversal happens as possible.  Several 
possible buy signals were tried during initial experiments: 
 EMA5 crosses above EMA12 on the current day after being below EMA12 for at 
least the past four days, and EMA12 is greater than EMA26. 
 EMA5 crosses over EMA12 on the current day after being below it for at least the 
past four days.   
 Bullish Gap occurs (a candlestick chart formation). 
 Bullish Engulfing Occurs (a candlestick chart formation). 
 RSI crosses above .30 after being below .30 for at least the past four days. 
 RSI crosses above .50 after being below .50 for at least the past four days. 
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4.6.1 EMA5 Crosses Above EMA12,  
and EMA12 is Greater Than EMA26 
When EMA 5 is below EMA 12, it indicates that the stock’s closing prices are trending in 
a downward direction, and EMA 12 is lagging behind but following the EMA 5 lead.  When EMA5 
crosses above EMA12, a shift in sentiment from bearishness to bullishness is indicated, which 
may indicate the beginning of a new sustained upward trend.  Sometimes this reversal happens 
due to the inherent oscillating nature of stock prices, but many times there may be a specific 
cause, such as a positive earnings report, or some other favorable piece of information in the 
news about the company. 
 In Figure 4.1, EMA5 is the green line, EMA12 is the blue line, and EMA26 is the red line.  
In the circled area, EMA5 has just exceeded EMA12 after being below it for at least four days.  
Since EMA5 responds more quickly to price changes than EMA12, an increase in the stock price 
pushes the green line above the blue line on March 3rd, which is the day of the buy signal.  The 
price continues to go higher for a sustained period of time, causing the gap between EMA5 and 
EMA12, and the gap between EMA12 and EMA26 to continue to widen. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Buy signal EMA 5 > EMA 12 > EMA 26, EMA 5 just crossed above EMA 12. 
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4.6.2  EMA5 Crosses over EMA12 
 This buy signal is just a slight modification to the previous signal described in 4.6.1.   In 
observing how the previous buy signal works, there are times when EMA5 crosses over EMA12, 
but a buy signal does not occur because EMA12 is still below EMA26.  Figure 4.2 shows an 
example of EMA5 (green line) crossing above EMA12 (blue line), without the additional 
stipulation that EMA12 be greater than EMA26 (red line).  Note that EMA5 crosses over EMA12 
several days prior to EMA12 crossing above EMA26. 
 
Figure 4.2. EMA 5 (green), crossed above EMA 12 (blue). 
For the historical period from 12/29/2004 through 6/11/2010, the buy signal in 4.6.1 
generated 6200 buy signals.  With the removal of the added stipulation that EMA12 be greater 
than EMA26, 23501 signals were generated, an additional 17301 events.  See Table 4.2 for 
detailed information on all the buy signals. 
4.6.3  Bullish Gap Candlestick Formation 
 Candlestick charts are comprised of one candlestick for each time interval, which is one 
day for the current work.  A single candlestick represents the open, close, high, and low prices 
achieved for the day.  If the closing price is greater than the opening price, the candlestick body 
is green or white.  If the closing price is lower than the opening price, then the candlestick body 
is red or black.  Figure 4.3 shows two candlesticks and the associated data points it represents.  
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 A bullish gap occurs when the price closes higher for the day, and the body of the 
current day’s candlestick does not overlap with the body of the previous day’s candlestick.  
Figure 4.4 shows a bullish gap, followed by an uptrend lasting approximately two weeks.  Note 
in this example that the price spike that causes the bullish gap to occur also causes EMA5 to 
cross above EMA12. 
 
 
4.3. Candlestick construction. 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Bullish gap candlestick formation. 
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4.6.4  Bullish Engulfing 
 Bullish engulfing occurs when the price closes up for the day, and the candlestick body 
completely engulfs the body of the candlestick from the previous day.  Figure 4.5 shows a bullish 
engulfing formation followed by a thirteen day uptrend.  Again, note the close correlation 
between the bullish engulfing buy signal and the EMA5 crossing above EMA12 buy signal.  
Ultimately, all buy signals are derived from price movement, so it is not surprising that this 
correlation can exist.  However, this does not mean that the relationship between candlestick 
signals and the exponential moving averages signal is one to one.  For example, in Figure 4.5, 
there is a bullish gap just to the right of the circled bullish engulfing signal, but there is no 
corresponding exponential moving average signal, since EMA5 has already crossed above 
EMA12 3 days previous.   
 
Figure 4.5. Bullish engulfing candlestick formation. 
4.6.5  RSI Crosses Above .30 
 According to Wilder [17], a stock with an RSI value of .30 is undersold, meaning that 
investor interest in the stock is currently lagging.  When the RSI value crosses above .30 after 
being below it for the past several days (set at four days in this work), it may indicate the 
beginning of a period of increasing demand for the stock.  Figure 4.6 shows an instance of RSI  
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Figure 4.6. RSI crossed above .30. 
crossing above .30.  Note that there appears to be a candlestick gap formation at the time of the 
RSI signal, but EMA5 does not cross over EMA12 until two days later.  However, this does not 
necessarily mean the RSI signal is consistently better at identifying an uptrend more quickly than 
EMA5 crossing above EMA12.  For example, in Figure 4.6, in the two weeks previous to August 
24th, the RSI value hovers around .30, coming very close to generating a buy signal on August 
18th, but the stock’s price continues its downward trend for two more weeks.  If the stock had 
been purchased on the 18th, a stop order would have caused the stock to be sold for a loss 
before the uptrend begins, (see Section 4.7 Sell Signals).   
4.6.6  RSI Crosses Above .50 
 In general, RSI readings above .50 indicate that average gains are higher than average 
losses.  When RSI crosses above .50, average gains are just beginning to win out over average 
losses [17].  The circled location in Figure 4.7 shows RSI crossing above .50 (blue line), followed 
by an extended uptrend.  However, the chart also shows RSI crossing above .50 on August 21st, 
which is followed by a more modest and short-lived increase in price.  
 Each of the buy signal criteria discussed above appear to be able to effectively identify 
buy opportunities.  However, the uncertainty arises from the fact that they do not result in a 
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profitable trade  every time; in fact, based on all events accumulated, none of them result in a 
profitable trade more than 42% of the time (see Section 4.7).  As stated in Section 1.3 (Research 
Goals and Contribution), the goal of this work in optimizing a composite indicator filter is to 
filter out enough of the less promising buy signals to improve the probability of a profitable 
trade, thereby increasing overall profitability. 
 
Figure 4.7. RSI crossed above .50. 
4.7   The Sell Signals 
The three exit criteria used for an episode are: 
 A limit set at 20% greater than the purchase price (sell when the stock has increased 
20% in value. 
 A maximum hold time of 20 business days (sell when 20 trading days have elapsed.  
 A stop set at 4, 6, 8, or 10% below the purchase price (sell when the stock has decreased 
by the specified percentage). 
The purpose for controlling the first two criteria is a matter of practicality:  Given the six 
different buy signals, and all the possible values for the three components of the sell signal, 
running simulations using all of the possible buy and sell combinations becomes time 
prohibitive.  With the first two criteria set as control variables (based on individual preference), 
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and four possible values for the stop percentage, there are 24 buy and sell combinations to be 
tested in the simulations.  For a discussion on variation of limit settings and maximum hold time 
settings see Section 8.4 (Future Work and Research). 
In practice, an investor may not automatically sell when the stock has gone up 20%, or 
when 20 trading days have elapsed, or wait to take an 8 or 10 percent loss if, after the purchase, 
there are signs that indicate the price has taken a downward turn.   However, this exit strategy 
does provide a realistic estimation of the profitability of an event for the purposes of the genetic 
algorithm optimization process, and trading simulations.  
Table 4.2 compares the performance of the six buy signals given the 4, 6, 8, and 10% 
stop loss settings.  Note that the values displayed in the chart represent all accumulated 
BuySellEvents before any filtering using the optimized composite indicator.  All of the buy signals 
provided surprisingly similar results except for the RSI crossing above .30 buy signal.  In all cases, 
this signal provided a larger average profit for trades that resulted in a net gain, but it also 
consistently showed the lowest ratio of profitable trades to unprofitable trades, and the largest 
overall net loss for all trades, due to the number of signals it produced that ended in a loss.  
Note that transaction costs are factored into profit and loss calculations ($50.00 for each 
BuySellEvent), which is why it is possible to have an average loss per losing trade that is slightly 
higher than the stop loss setting.  
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Table 4.2. Buy Signal and Stop Loss Settings Analysis. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE PROPOSED GENETIC ALGORITHM 
The order of presentation of the proposed genetic algorithm is as follows:  First, the 
selection and usage of the fitness function is discussed.  Next, chromosome design is presented, 
followed by details related to the generation of each new population, such as parent selection, 
crossover method, and mutation rate.  The stop criteria used for terminating the GA is set forth, 
along with the finalized set of GA parameters used during the remainder of the project.  The 
chapter ends with a discussion on algorithm execution and the training process used to optimize 
the composite indicator filter values.  
5.1 The Fitness Calculation 
The fitness calculation is at the center of the GA, and changes to it can significantly 
affect the outcome of the optimization.  For example, one of the fitness functions tried for this 
project was simply the expected profit per trade.  Unfortunately, this value alone does not take 
into account the number of successful trades, so it returned a chromosome that was optimized 
to filter out all but one winning trade out of all the possibilities. 
In contrast, when fitness was defined as the number of profitable trades achieved when 
a sample size of 420 BuySellEvents (simulated trades) was selected, the number of profitable 
trades went up, while the net profit per trade went down.  Trade sample size was set to 420 
because in the early stages of research and testing, the GA evaluated historical data going back 
5 years, and with a target of five to six trades per month (see Chapter 6 Business Plan), that 
would be 360 to 420 trades over five years. 
Another fitness function that was tried was the maximum net profit, (total gains minus 
total losses).  The problem with this fitness function is that losses counterbalance gains, thereby 
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making it possible for a chromosome that has accumulated only a few trades to have a better 
fitness value than one that has accepted many trades.  Keeping in mind that up to 420 
BuySellEvents (trades) are allowed over the 5-year training period, the chromosome with the 
best fitness value of 29267 only allowed a total of 37 trades, and of those, only 16 were 
profitable (43%). 
The next attempt at an effective fitness function was to disregard losses altogether.  The 
fitness function was simply the total gains of all trades that were profitable.  The top fitness 
value was 148160, with only 92 of 420 trades being profitable (21%).     
The fitness calculation that provided the best results was: 
fitness = (G / MG) * GC 
 G is the total net profit for all events accepted by the chromosome. 
 GC is the number of events accepted that were profitable. 
 MG is the maximum possible net gain.  
o MG = TradeSampleSize * (InvenstmentAmount * .20  – TransactionCosts)  
 MG = 420 * ($5000.00 * .20 – $ 50.00) = 420 * $950.00. 
The best fitness value achieved using this calculation was 106.06, with 328 of 420 trades 
resulting in a profit (78.09%).  The average net profit was $307.19.  Ideally, when the GA is run, 
the set of 12 indicator filters would become selective enough to choose 420 BuySellEvents 
evenly dispersed throughout the unfiltered BuySellEvent list.  Unfortunately, this was not the 
case.  Although the success ratio for selecting a profitable trade was 78.09% during optimization 
period, all 420 BuySellEvents were chosen from within a two month period, which is not a 
realistic trading scenario.  The steps taken to ensure a more even distribution throughout the 
training period are discussed in Section 6.2.  After the adjustments were made to ensure a more 
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even distribution, the best fitness value was 48.6, with 250 of 420 trades resulting in a profit 
(59.5%), which was still a far better result than any of the other fitness functions. 
5.2   Chromosome Design 
The chromosome is represented by an array of 17 doubles.  The first 12 values have a 
lower bound of 10.0 and an upper bound of 50.0, and each one is associated with one of the 12 
indicators selected for this project.  Each of these values, when divided by 100, represents a 
probability, and indicates the point below which a buy signal is to be discarded.   
An example of how this filter system works is as follows:  A buy signal is detected for 
NTRI (Nutrisystems), and the EMA 12 Trend at the point of the signal is .0025, meaning EMA 12 
Trend has increased 1.25% over its value five days previous.  The .0025 value is passed into the 
Statistics object, and the probability of a profitable trade for the range in which .0025 falls along 
the EMA 12 trend distribution of values (derived from historical data within the training period) 
is 28%, meaning that historically, 28% of all BuySellEvents for the given range resulted in a net 
profit.  However, the optimized filter value associated with EMA 12 Trend is 31%.  Since the 
probability of a profit for the EMA12 Trend value for the current buy signal falls short of the 
optimized filter value, the buy signal is discarded. 
Each gene in the chromosome associated with a technical indicator is independent of 
the others in the sense that each gene value can be changed without having to make 
compensatory adjustments to the other gene values.  But each value indirectly affects the other 
values in that an adjustment to one of the values can filter out a sufficient number of trades 
with negative returns to significantly alter the probability of a profitable trade for the other 
indicators, leading to adjustments to their associated gene values.   
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The last five elements in the array are for storing data values related to the 
chromosome, but not related directly to the GA.   These five elements represent total gains, 
total losses, gain count, loss count, and fitness. 
5.3 Illegal Values 
 Since each of the gene values in the chromosome array can be altered independently of 
the others, and the values are bounded by 10 and 50, there is no possibility of generating a 
chromosome with an illegal gene value. 
5.4 Population 
  In the original design, population size was set to 40.  But after improvements to 
algorithm speed, due to creation and serialization of the BuySellEvents object, population size 
was increased to 500 in an attempt to improve the search, and maintain diversity.  However, 
based on trials with different size populations and parent selection criteria, population size was 
decreased to 200, and finally 100, with no substantial decrease in performance. 
5.5  Creating the Next Generation 
 Creation of the next generation consists of the following steps for each chromosome: 
 Calculation of each chromosome’s fitness 
 Selecting parents for the new chromosome. 
 Crossover 
 Mutation 
5.5.1 Calculating Chromosome Fitness 
During optimization, all of the BuySellEvents within the designated training interval are 
tested against each chromosome.  For each BuySellEvent, the value for each of the twelve 
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indicators on the day the buy signal occurs is retrieved from the BuySellEvent, and compared to 
the corresponding gene value in the chromosome.  If each of the indicator values retrieved from 
the BuySellEvent is greater than or equal to the corresponding gene value in the chromosome 
that is being optimized, the buy signal is “accepted” by the chromosome.   If the accepted 
BuySellEvent represents a profitable trade, the profit in dollars is added to the “total gains” gene 
in the chromosome, and the “gain count” gene value in the chromosome is incremented by 1.0.  
Similarly, if the BuySellEvent represents a loss, the loss is added to the “total losses” gene, and 
the “loss count” gene value is incremented by 1.0. 
Once the genes for total gains, gain count, total losses, and loss count have been set, 
the fitness of the chromosome is calculated using the formula described in Section 5.1, and the 
chromosomes are sorted by fitness. 
5.5.2 Parent Selection 
 Three different parent selection strategies were tested.  The first strategy was a roulette 
wheel selection strategy, wherein the probability of a chromosome being selected is 
proportional to its fitness relative to the sum of the fitness values for the whole population.  The 
second strategy was binary tournament selection, wherein two chromosomes are randomly 
selected from the population, and the one with the highest fitness value is selected.  The third 
strategy was a trinary tournament selection, wherein three chromosomes are randomly 
selected from the population, and the one with the highest fitness value is selected.  By 
increasing the pool size in tournament selection from two to three chromosomes, selection 
pressure is increased because the probability that all chromosomes in the pool have a relatively 
low fitness value is reduced [7].  Selection pressure can be thought of as the relative difficulty a 
chromosome with an inferior fitness value will have in being selected as a parent.  By increasing 
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the pool size from two to three chromosomes, an inferior chromosome has to “beat” two other 
chromosomes, rather than just one. 
 Relatively, tournament selection was over six times faster than roulette selection, 
although even the time required for roulette selection was insignificant in comparison to total 
time required by the GA. 
 To compare performance of the three selection methods, the GA was run ten times.  For 
this trial, population size was set to 200, and the run would terminate after no change in fitness 
occurred for 50 consecutive iterations.  The best solution achieved using each of the selection 
methods was an expected net profit per trade of $177.33.  Table 5.1 compares the average 
iteration at which the best solution for the 10 runs was found when using each of the three 
selection methods. 
Table 5.1. Average Iteration at Which Best Solution Was Found. 
 
 
Given that each of the selection methods is able to achieve the same best expected net 
profit per trade, trinary tournament selection was chosen as the selection method for this 
remainder of this research, since it is able able the find a best solution in fewer iterations than 
the other two methods. 
 Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the improvement of fitness and expected net profit per trade 
during a typical run using tri-nary tournament selection.  Remember from Section 5.1 that 
fitness is calculated as fitness = (total gains / maximum possible gains) * (gain count). 
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 Figure 5.1.  Improvement in fitness value     Figure 5.2.  Improvement in expected net per     
                   During each generation.                                        trade during each generation. 
 
 Although there were runs in which an inferior solution was found, the variation in the 
expected net profit per trade was close enough to the optimal solution to be acceptable. Table 
5.2 shows several of the solutions that were found during the optimization.  The variability of 
the optimized  
Table 5.2. Solutions Found During Optimization. 
 
 
indicator values between the different solutions seems to indicate that the solution landscape 
has at least several distinct peaks which closely approach the optimum expected net profit per 
trade.  Research into the avoidance of getting stuck in a local optimum is a subject of ongoing 
investigation.  However, since individual traders can achieve comparable profits using different 
criteria to confirm a buy signal, it is not surprising that the GA is able to find multiple solutions 
as well.  
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Since trinary tournament selection was able to consistently find its best solution for a 
run in under 50 iterations, the stop criteria for subsequent testing was tentatively set to 50 
iterations. 
5.5.3  Crossover and Mutation 
 To select a crossover method and mutation rate, a series of 20 trial runs for 50 iterations 
each, with a population of 200 was conducted.  Single point crossover, double point crossover, 
and uniform crossover were compared, with mutation rates of .01, .02, and .03.  Two child 
chromosomes were generated from each mating. 
 For single point crossover, a spot in the chromosomes at which point chrossover takes 
place is generated, and the genes are swapped at that point.  A crossover point at index 7 
results in the following: 
 Parents    Children 
 XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXYYYYY 
 YYYYYYYYYYYY   YYYYYYYXXXXX 
 For double point crossover, two random indices are selected, and crossover happens 
between those two points.  If the two indices were 3 and 8, the crossover would be: 
 Parents    Children 
 XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXYYYYYXXXXX 
 YYYYYYYYYYYY   YYYXXXXXYYYYY 
 
 For uniform crossover, each gene in the child chromosome is assigned the gene from 
one of the two parents, the parent being chosen with equal probability.  An example crossover 
would be: 
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 Parents    Children 
 XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXYXYYYXYXYY 
 YYYYYYYYYYYY   YYXYXXXYXYXX 
 
 Following the crossover, the chromosome is passed into the mutation method.  For each 
of the genes in the chromosome associated with an indicator, a random number is generated 
between 0.0 and 1.0.  If the random number is less than or equal to the mutation rate (either 
.01, .02, or .03), the gene is assigned a new random value between the upper and lower bound 
for the gene values, which is 10 and 50.  A mutation rate of 0.02 or 2% makes the probability of 
a having at least one gene mutation 1.0 - (.98)12, or 21.5%. 
Given trinary tournament selection and a stop criteria of 50 iterations, results for 
crossover method and mutation rates can be seen in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.  The gray highlighted 
values represent the best  fitness value achieved, and the associated expected net profit and 
probability of a profitable trade. 
Table 5.3. Best Achieved Fitness Over 20 Trial Runs of 50 Iterations Each,  
for a Given Crossover Method and Mutation Rate. 
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Table 5.4. Average fitness, ENP, and Probability of Profitable Trade Over 20 Trial Runs  
of 50 Iterations Each, for a Given Crossover Method and Mutation Rate. 
 
 
 For the series of trials, single point crossover coupled with a mutation rate of 2% 
provided the best average fitness, as well as the best maximum achieved fitness.  A plausible 
explanation for these results would be that the fewer crossover points there are, the less chance 
there is of breaking up values that work well with each other, and a 2% mutation rate  is 
adequate to prevent premature convergence.  
 To determine if uniform crossover would fare any better against single point crossover if 
the GA loop were executed for a much greater number of iterations, the stopping criteria was 
increased from 50 generations of the population to 500.  The mutation rate was left at .02 for 
both crossover methods.  Table 5.5.3.c compares the results achieved after 50 and 500 
generations of the population.  Uniform crossover edged slightly ahead of single point crossover 
for averge fitness and average expected net profit per trade, but there was no change in the 
best achieved values.  It appears that the global maximum may actually have been found by 50 
generations, so there is no possibility of improving on the best achieved values. Increasing the 
number of iterations did increase the average results very slightly, as would be expected. 
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Table 5.5. Average and Best Values for Single Point and Uniform Crossover. Comparison of Ten 
Trial Runs of 500 Iterations vs. 20 Trial Runs of 50 Iterations Each.  Population Size 200, Mutation 
Rate .02.  
 
 
5.6  Stop Criteria – Maximum Number of Generations 
 For the remainder of the project, based on the trials described in Section 5.2.2 and 5.3, 
each run of the GA was set to terminate after 50 iterations.  The efficiency of the trinary 
tournament method of parent selection makes it possible to stop the GA after relatively few 
iterations, and yet achieve the optimal solution, or a close approximation of the optimal 
solution.  This  proved to be critical in the final simulations (Section 7.3 and 7.4), in which the GA 
was run hundreds of times. 
5.7  Genetic Algorithm Parameters and Execution 
Table 5.6 shows the final set of GA parameters used during the trading simulations 
described in Chapter 7.  
For each run of the GA, an initial population of 200 chromosomes is randomly generated.  Each 
gene in the chromosome is given a random value between 10 and 50.  These minimum and 
maximum constraints are based on the fact that the gene values represent the probabalistic 
threshhold for accepting or rejecting a buy signal based on statistical data for each of the 
indicators; values higher than 50 caused the majority of buy signals to be filtered out, and values  
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Table 5.6. Genetic Algorithm Parameters. 
 
 
lower than 10 never ended up in the final solution because probabilities below 10% allow too 
many losing trades to get through, which decreases the chromosome’s fitness. 
During each generation, the chromosomes are tested against historical data and given a 
fitness score (see Section 5.8 Training).  The next generation is then generated using trinary 
tournament selection to select the parents, and single point crossover followed by mutation 
with a probability of 2% to produce the offspring.  Finally, the top scoring chromosome from the 
previous generation is inserted into the new population.  This process is repeated until the 50th 
generation, at which point the run is terminated.  Once the run is complete, the values in the 
top chromosome are used for filtering stocks during the subsequent trading simulation period. 
Figure 5.3 shows the pseudocode for the training/simulation cycle. 
5.8   Training 
During each generation, the unfiltered BuySellEvents are run against each chromosome, 
and the results are stored in the last five elements of that chromosome:  Each BuySellEvent is 
passed through each of the twelve indicator filters in the composite filter in succession.  For 
each indicator, the statistics for the indicator, the BuySellEvent to consider, and the gene value 
in the chromosome (lower bounds for the probability of a profitable trade), are passed into the 
“SurvivedFilter” method.  Inside this method, the indicator value stored inside the BuySellEvent 
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Figure 5.3. Pseudocode for the composite indicator optimization and simulated trading cycle. 
 
is used to retrieve the probability for a profitable trade out of the Statistics object.  The Statistics 
object essentially becomes a probability lookup table, returning the rate of success for the 
interval on the distribution in which the indicator value falls.  Finally, this returned probability is 
compared to the gene value, which is the minimum threshhold probability for a profitable trade 
for the indicator as determined by the genetic algorithm.  FALSE is returned if the returned 
probability is less than the minimum threshold.  When a FALSE value is returned,  the 
BuySellEvent is immediately rejected without having to check the remaining indicator values.  
Only when TRUE is returned for all twelve indicator values is the BuySellEvent accepted. 
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CHAPTER 6 
GENETIC ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION RESULTS 
6.1  Genetic Algorithm Optimization  
        Versus Simulated Trading 
 In using a GA to find a solution for a typical traveling salesperson problem, the genes in 
the fittest chromosome at the time the algorithm is terminated represent the best solution 
obtained by the GA for the order in which each city is to be visited.  The values in the genes are 
the final solution.   
 In contrast, in the current work, the optimized values in the chromosome do not 
represent a final solution; rather, they are used as a tool to select future trades in such a way as 
to maximize profits.  The optimization (training) of the composite indicator is performed using 
historical data from a specified time interval, and is followed by simulated trading using data 
from  a separate and distinct time interval which is subsequent to the training interval. (When 
incorporated into live trading, the training period is followed by live trading.) 
 The results in Chapter 6 represent a sampling of the results achieved by the GA during 
the training period only.  For trading simulation results see Chapter 7.  
6.2  Impact of Initial Buy Signal Criteria 
 As mentioned in Section 4.4.3, a buy signal can have a significant impact on the number 
of events accumulated over a given training period, as well as the final optimization results.  One 
such example is the contrast between two of the buy signals tested for this project: 
1. EMA5 (green line) crosses above EMA12 (blue line) on the current day after 
being below EMA12 for at least the past four days, and EMA12 is greater than 
EMA26 (red line). See Figure 6.1. 
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2. EMA5 (green line) crosses over EMA12 (blue line) on the current day after being 
below it for at least the past four days.  See Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.1. Buy signal EMA 5 crosses above EMA 12 
and EMA 12 > EMA 26. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Buy signal EMA 5 just crossed above EMA 12. 
 
 Note in Figure 6.2 that on the day EMA 5 crosses above EMA 12, EMA 12 is still below 
EMA 26.  This is due to the fact that EMA 5 is quicker to respond to changes in price than EMA 
12.  By the time EMA 12 crosses over EMA 26, the criteria for determining that EMA 5 has 
crossed above EMA 12 has already passed.  Since the second buy signal scenario did not require 
that EMA 12 be greater than EMA 26, it was able to capture many more BuySellEvents than the 
first scenario.  The raw unfiltered statistics for both initial buy signal scenarios are shown in 
Table 6.1.  Remember that to derive these calculations, a simulated purchase is made every time 
a buy signal occurs, and sold when the sell criteria is met.  The two buy signals being compared 
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are represented by Scenario 1, and Scenario 2 in the chart, and the sell criteria (4.4.4) is to sell 
when the stock price drops 8% of its value from the time of purchase  
 
Table 6.1. Buy Signal Criteria Comparison, Derived from All BuySellEvents  
Before Filtering, Over a 4-Year Period. 
 
 
or when the stock price increases 20% above its purchase price, or when the stock has been 
held for twenty days. 
The total number of events captured using Scenario 2 was almost 4 times greater than 
those captured using Scenario 1.  In the table, Loser Count is the total number of losing trades 
among all the events; Gainer count Is the total number of winning trades among all events; 
Profit per win is the average profit of all winning trades; Loss per loss is the average loss of all 
losing trades; Probability of Profitable Trade is the percentage of all events that resulted in a 
winning trade; and Expected profit per trade is the average profit per trade of all events.  Note 
that the expected profit per trade for both scenarios is negative, meaning that if a trader were 
to trade on every buy signal without using any additional filters to confirm the buy signal, he 
would average a net loss of -$28 to -$37 per trade. 
 The objective of the GA is to set the lower bound of probability to accept a buy event for 
each of the twelve indicators that make up the composite indicator in such a way that the 
probability of having a winning trade, and the expected net profit per trade, is maximized.  For 
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example, of the 22582 events captured using Scenario 2, 10% of them may have a relative 
strength index (RSI) of .25 or less.  Of those, only 21% may result in a winning trade.  The GA 
could set the lower bound for RSI to be .25, thereby filtering out 2258 events, 79% of which 
were losing trades.  The result would be an increase in the probability of having a winning trade 
in the remaining events.    
With over 15000 additional buy signals to choose from using Scenario 2, the results 
achieved by the GA were quite surprising.  The expected net profit per trade almost doubled, 
and the probability of having a successful trade increased from 59% to 78%, as seen in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2. Optimization Results by Buy Signal (Scenario). 
 
 
 
6.3  Smoothing out Fluctuations in the Market 
By inspection of the BuySellEvents accepted by the chromosomes, two serious flaws 
were discovered with the numbers in Table 6.2.  First, it appeared that the algorithm had 
optimized the indicator values over a period of five years, but it did not factor in the effects of 
short term downturns in the overall market.  For the period from 3/3/2010 to 3/29/2010, there 
were 20 events accepted by the chromosome, all but one of which sustained a maximum loss of 
-$450.  Second, in many cases, multiple events were accepted from the same day.  An example 
of this was on 2/2/2010, from which 19 events were accepted.   
Since the business plan calls for at most one purchase in a single day (see Appendix), 
acting on numerous buy signals in a single day was not a realistic scenario.  To solve this 
problem, a variable was added to the BuySellEvent class to store the sum of the probabilities of 
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a profitable trade for all twelve of the indicators.  At this point, the events are already sorted by 
date, with the most recent day first.  The events for each day are further sorted based on the 
total probability for a profitable trade, in descending order.  When the GA is run, only the top 
three scoring events from each day (which also make it through the composite filter), are 
accepted. 
On some days, when the overall market is bearish, there are no events, and on 
particularly bullish days, there can be over 50.  Restricting any given day to just three events has 
the effect of not weighting market extremes too heavily in the optimization of the indicators, 
thereby smoothing out the ups and downs.  Table 6.3 below shows the results achieved using 
this system.  The average hold time, from the point of purchase to the point of sale was 15.23 
days. 
Table 6.3. Optimization Results with Smoothing of Market Sentiment Extremes. 
 
 
 Table 6.3 shows that the probability of a profitable trade as derived from all 
BuySellEvents increased from 38.6% before filtering, to 59.5% after the optimization process, 
and  the expected net profit per trade increased from -$36.02 to $184.48.  On average, nearly 6 
out of 10 trades were profitable, and the average profit for those 10 trades was $184.50, given 
an initial investment in the stock of $5000. This corresponds to an average percent profit of 
3.68%% for each stock held an average of 15.23 days. 
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6.4 Genetic Algorithm Result Details 
 Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show a typical progress line for the fitness value and gain count over 
the course of 250 generations of the population when using rhoulette wheel selection.  Note 
that in some cases the gain count actually drops, since the fitness function takes into account 
the size of the gains, and not just the quantity of them. 
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show a typical progress line for the fitness value and gain count over 
the course of 50 generations of the population when using trinary tournament selection.  Note 
that the quality of the results are the same even though the number of iterations is 200 less 
than the rhoulete wheel scenario. 
 
 
 
           Figure 6.3.  Progress of gain count  over time.       Figure 6.4.  Progress of fitness over time. 
           Rhoulette wheel selection.  Stop at 250                    Rhoulette wheel selection.  Stop at 250  
           iterations.                                                                        Iterations 
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Figure 6.5.  Gain count over time              Figure 6.6.  Fitness over time                                            
with trinary tournament selection.             with trinary tournament selection. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SIMULATED TRADING RESULTS 
7.1 Live Trading Versus Simulated Trading 
For this work, the original intent was to perform live trades using the composite filter.  
However, due to time constraints, and the realization that a much larger set of results was 
needed in order to provide meaningful results, it was decided that running simulations using 
historical data would be more appropriate.  Regardless of whether the agent is running a 
simulation on historical data, or using the most recent day of data to identify real trade 
opportunities, the process for identifying buy signals, and then filtering and back testing them 
using the composite filter is identical.  For all simulations, training was performed on a specified 
interval of data, and simulated trading performed on a subsequent interval of data. 
7.2  Simulation Set 1 
 A buy signal for a particular stock does not occur in a vacuum, but is influenced by 
current events, and overall market sentiment (pessimism and enthusiasm of all market 
participants).  For example, in May 2010, using the buy signal of EMA 5 crossed above EMA 12, 
only 5 out of 247 events would have resulted in a profit if they had been acted upon, a success 
rate of only 2%.  During this time, the market was being adversely affected by worries about 
debt problems in Greece and Spain, a high rate of mortgage defaults, high unemployment, and 
the British Petroleum oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  In contrast, in December of 2009, 241 buy 
events out of 405 would have resulted in a profit, a success rate of 60%.  Optimizing the 
composite indicators over 4 to 5 years worth of data does not adequately reflect these highs 
and lows. 
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 For the first set of simulations, in an attempt to make the optimized composite filter 
more sensitive to market conditions, the GA optimization was run on 3 months of historical 
data, followed by simulated trading on the subsequent month of data.  For example, to simulate 
trading in April 2009, the composite indicator was optimized based on data from January 2009 
through March 2009.  Simulations for each month from January 2009 through May 2010 were 
run.  The results, which are shown in Table 7.1, were quite disappointing  For all but five of the 
months, the success ratio achieved using the composite indicator filters (column 4), was less 
than the probability of all of the unfiltered events for the month (column 3). 
Table 7.1. Simulated Trade Results per Month Given 3-Month Optimization 
Period Followed by One Month of Trading. 
 
 
However, this set of simulations revealed some interesting characteristics that proved to 
be useful in setting up subsequent simulations.  First, the probability for all events in the trading 
period can drastically differ from the probability for all events in the optimization period, 
meaning that the optimized filters may already be so out of sync with the market conditions for 
the current trading period as to be useless.  For example, for the optimization period associated 
with the May 2010 trading period (February – April of 2010), the probability for a profitable 
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trade among all events was 43%, but for the May 2010 trading period, it was only 2%.  The 
simulated trading results for the month of May were 3 losses and 0 gains.  Second, in looking at 
the very first trade of each trading period, which was closest in proximity to the associated 
optimization period, all but one of them were profitable when the unfiltered probability for the 
optimization period was greater than or equal to 50%. 
7.3  Simulations  2, 3, and 4 
For the second, third, and fourth set of simulations, the optimization period was 
shortened to 20, 25, and 30 trading days, respectively, followed by just a single day of trading.  
In other words, each trading day was a single simulation, and it got its own tailor-made set of 
composite indicators based on the most recent 20, 25, or 30 days of trading.  In addition, no 
purchase was made on any given day if the probability of a profitable trade for all events during 
the corresponding optimization period was less than 50%.  If more than one event made it past 
the composite filter, the event with the highest cumulative probability of a profitable trade for 
all indicators was selected. 
Since the genetic algorithm was to be run hundreds of times during the simulation 
period, the speed of the algorithm became more of a concern.  To reduce the time for each 
optimization, population size was reduced from 200 to 50.  With fewer BuySellEvents to process 
during the shorter optimization periods, and the reduction in population size, it took 
approximately four to five seconds to optimize the indicators for each trading day. 
The simulation period was chosen without bias towards bull or bear markets.  The most 
recent four calendar year period was used, from January 1 2006 through December 31 2009. In 
reality, each simulation is not just one simulation lasting four years; rather, there are 
approximately 1000 optimization/simulation cycles that take place during the 4-year period, one 
for each trading day.  Given this fact, and the fact that the four years in question happens to be 
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well representative of both bull and bear markets, it was determined to be a sufficient span for 
discerning the effectiveness of the composite indicator optimization. 
Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, and Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show the results for the four year 
simulation period given the 20-, 25-, and 30-day optimization periods.  The buy signal was EMA 
5 crossed above EMA 12, and the sell criteria were a stop of 8%, a limit of 20%, and a maximum 
hold time of 20 days. 
Best cumulative growth occurred when the optimization period was set to 25 days, even 
though the 25 day setting provided the lowest growth rate in 2008.  The detrimental effects of 
the downturn in the economy due to the housing mortgage crisis appear to have been confined 
to 2008.  However, when the optimization period was set to 30 days, the downturn seems to 
have already begun in the last half of 2007.  By the end of 2008, the majority of stocks had seen 
severe drops in value, many of which had become severely undervalued.  In 2009, all three 
optimization scenarios seemed to benefit from the purchase of these undervalued stocks, 
although the 25 day optimization period was able to capitalize on the undervaluation the most. 
 
 
 
Table 7.2. Results Using 20-Day 
Optimization.  
   
Figure 7.1.  Growth using 20-day optimization. 
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Table 7.3. Results Using 25-Day    
Optimization. 
   
Figure 7.2.  Growth using 25-day optimization. 
 
 
 
Table 7.4. Results Using 30-Day 
Optimization. 
   
Figure 7.3.  Growth using 30-day optimization. 
 
 
Table 7.5, and Figures 7.4 and 7.5 compare the GA-assisted composite indicator trading 
system results to the annual returns, and cumulative growth of the NASDAQ 100 index, given 
initial capital of $20000.  In rate of growth, the composite indicator trading system outperforms 
the NASDAQ 100 index by a wide margin.  The most devastating loss to the NASDAQ 100 index 
came in 2008, when it lost 42% of its value.  The following year, it recovered all of its losses, and 
then some, but the overall effect was an average rate of growth of just 5.8% for 2008 and 2009.  
In contrast, the GA-assisted composite indicator system was able to weather the downturn in 
2008, posting a 21.74% rate of return.  In 2009, whereas the NASDAQ 100 index struggled to 
make up for 2008 losses, the composite indicator system surged ahead, taking full advantage of 
stocks rebounding from their undervalued state. 
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Table 7.5. Comparing Annual Growth and Cumulative Growth: 
NASDAQ 100 Index Buy and Hold Strategy Versus GA-Assisted Composite Indicator. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 7.4. Comparing Annual Returns.    Figure 7.5. Comparing Cumulative Growth. 
 
  
Table 7.6. Comparison of Business Plan Goals With Simulation Results When Using 
a 25-Day Optimization Period. 
 
 
 Simulation results also performed well in comparison to the business plan (see 
Appendix).  Table 7.6 compares the goals of the business plan with values achieved during the 
simulation when using the 25-day optimization period.  The only year in which simulation results 
did not exceed the goal for average return, success rate for a profitable trade, and yearly growth 
was 2008.  However, if one considers the fact that the NASDAQ 100 index actually lost 42% of its 
value in 2008, a growth rate of 21% is very acceptable. 
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Although the average number of trades per month during the simulation was much 
lower than expected, due to capital constraints, it was not a great concern since the yearly 
growth rate exceeded the goal in three of the four years of the simulation. 
The low number of trades may have actually improved performance, since the 
probability of getting three profitable trades in one month is greater than the probability of 
getting five profitable trades in one month.  There are other dynamics at work in stock trading, 
but an example of decreasing probabilities for the same result happening consecutively in a 
probabilistic environment is the flipping of a coin.  The probability of getting a heads for one 
toss is .50, and .50 x .50, or .25 for two tosses.  For five tosses in a row, the probability is .03125. 
7.4  Simulation Results Using Six Different Buy Signals 
 For the final set of simulations, four year simulations were run using all six of the buy 
signals discussed in Section 4.6.  For each buy signal, four simulations were run with a stop loss 
of 10, 8, 6, and 4 percent.  Figures 7.6 through 7.11, and Tables 7.7 through 7.12 show the 
results for these simulations.  For each of the four stop loss settings, results using EMA 5 crossed 
above EMA 12 as the buy signal were better than all other buy signals.  The best combination of 
buy signal and stop loss setting was EMA 5 crossed above EMA 12 with a stop of 8%, resulting in 
an ending balance of $233,566.  The worst combination was RSI crossed above .30 with a 4% 
stop, resulting in an ending balance of $21,347. 
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Table 7.7. Four-Year Simulation Results for  
EMA 5 Crossed Above EMA 12. 
 
Figure 7.6. Four-year simulation graph for EMA 5 
crossed above EMA 12. 
 
Table 7.8. Four-Year Simulation Results for  
EMA 5      Crossed Above EMA 12, and EMA 12 > 
EMA 26. 
 
Figure 7.7. Four-year simulation graph for EMA 5 
       crossed above EMA 12, and EMA 5 > EMA 26. 
 
 
Table 7.9. Four-Year Simulation Results for  
Bullish Kicker. 
 
Figure 7.8. Four-year simulation graph for 
Bullish Kicker. 
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Table 7.10. Four-Year Simulation Results for  
Bullish Engulfing. 
 
Figure 7.9. Four-year simulation graph for 
 Bullish Engulfing. 
 
 
Table 7.11. Four-Year Simulation Results for RSI 
Crossed Above .30. 
 
Figure 7.10. Four-year simulation graph for 
 RSI crossed above .30. 
 
Table 7.12. Four-Year Simulation Results for RSI  
Crossed Above .50. 
 
Figure 7.11. Four-year simulation graph for 
 RSI crossed above .50. 
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 CHAPTER  8 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The goal of this work was to contribute to the body of knowledge related to evolutionary 
algorithm assisted stock trading by the following: 1) Showing the effectiveness of a genetic 
algorithm that makes use of statistical information derived from historical data to perform 
optimization;  2) Showing that the novel design of a composite indicator in which each indicator 
is mechanically independent of the others is capable of facilitating substantial growth in capital 
over a given simulation period.  The simulation results described in Section 7.3 confirm that both 
of these contributions have indeed been made.  Over the four-year simulation period from 
1/1/2006 to 12/31/2009, the simulation posted annual growth rates of 89.04%, 88.41%, 21.74%, 
and 151.52% (for the same year in which the simulation posted only 21.74% growth, the 
NASDAQ 100 Index [4] posted a -41.9% loss).  The average percent profit was 5.96% for each 
stock held an average of just over 15 days. Capital increased tenfold, from $20,000 to $218,112.  
To put this in perspective, if someone had purchased $20,000 worth of a fund made up of all the 
stocks in the NASDAQ 100 Index, and held it over the four year period from 1/1/2006 to 
12/31/2009, the value would be $22,610. 
8.1 Weakness 
Promotions for financial products and investments usually are accompanied by a caveat 
that says past performance does not guarantee future gains.  This is the inherent weakness in 
the optimization algorithm when applied to stock trading, since its sole purpose is to improve 
future performance through analysis of past events,  whereas the optimal solution for a typical 
travelling salesperson problem does not change, an optimal solution in the current context is 
constantly in flux.  For example, in Table 7.1, the 100% rate of success attained by the composite 
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filter in the March 2009 – May 2009 optimization period did not translate into a stellar trading 
performance in June 2009, in which the result when using the filter was one profitable trade out 
of eleven selected. 
8.2 Mitigating Weakness 
A partial solution to this weakness, as discussed in Section 7.3, was to decrease the 
number of days of data that the genetic algorithm used to optimize the composite filter, and to 
limit its use to only the trading day immediately following the optimization period.  To use an 
analogy, a man may buy a new pair of pants with a waist size of 34 inches.  Although the man 
may lose or gain weight, the obvious fact is that the pants are still more likely to fit him the day 
after he bought them than several months later. 
8.3 The Composite Indicator in the Context of the Business Plan 
The monetary goal for this work was to show that the use of a composite indicator filter 
could facilitate 5% growth per month over the course of 12 months, for an annual growth rate 
of 79.5%.  To meet this goal, a business plan was set up (see Appendix).  Table 8.1 compares the 
performance of the GA optimized composite indicator with the business plan, and with the 
NASDAQ 100 index.  The annual growth rate and cumulative growth fell short of the goal in 
2008, but this deficit was made up in 2009.  For the 4-year simulation, the average rate of 
growth and the cumulative growth exceeded the business plan goal, and outperformed the 
NASDAQ 100 index by a very wide margin in both the rate of growth, and cumulative returns. 
Table 8.1.  Performance Versus Business Plan, Given Initial Capital of $20000. 
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Future Work and Research 
One major decision that was made early on in the implementation of the algorithm was 
the event that was chosen to represent the initial buy signal, which was EMA 5 crossed above 
EMA 12.  Later, to support this decision, five other buy signals were tried with varying degrees of 
success, although none of them outperformed EMA 5 crossed above EMA 12, (see Sections 4.6 
and 7.4).  However, it would be worthwhile to try several more buy signal criteria, and compare 
the performance of the resulting optimized composite filters. 
In this work, there were three different criteria used to trigger a sell signal:  the stock 
has achieved 20% growth since the time of purchase; the stock has lost a specified percentage 
of its value (10, 8, 6, or 4%); or the stock has been held for 20 days.  An avenue of future 
research might be to find the optimal combination of values for these three settings.   In 
addition, there are many other sell signals that could have been used, such as EMA 5 crossed 
below EMA 12, or RSI crossed below .50. 
Section 7.3 discusses the reduction in the number of days of data that were used by the 
genetic algorithm for optimization.  Overall, the best results were achieved when 25 trading 
sessions were used for the optimization period, and the resulting composite filter was used for 
only one trading session, after which the optimization was repeated for the following trading 
day.  Although the best overall performance was achieved when the composite indicators were 
optimized over a 25-day training period, a 30-day training period actually provided a better 
annual rate of return for the year 2008, in which the housing mortgage crisis resulted in a severe 
recession.  Further research will be conducted on the early detection of bear markets, and the 
automatic adjustment of GA parameters and trade settings to provide a better rate of return 
during such times.  This may include the integration of the Volatility Index [12] into the trading 
system, either as a gene in the chromosome, or as part of the initial buy signal criteria. 
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In order to “turn off” a gene, the call to SurvivedFilter (Statistic stat, BuySellEvent 
buySellEvent event, int filter) for that particular gene can just be commented out.  Due to time 
constraints, this avenue of research was not investigated, but removal of indicators could 
potentially be the subject of future investigation.  For example, does perfomance decrease each 
time a gene is turned off; and are there some indicators that have no effect on performance at 
all? 
Adding more indicators to the composite indicator is another possible avenue for future 
investigation.  For example, is it the case that the more indicators there are, the better the 
performance becomes, and if so, by how much? 
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As with any business, successfully trading stocks over the long term requires creating 
and following a business plan.  This includes setting goals, developing a strategy to meet those 
goals, and managing risk.   
Without a business plan, an investor could face severe losses.  For example, in Figure A1, 
APPY (AspenBio Pharma Inc.), was in an uptrend, and had increased in value by approximately 
20% from late December until mid-January 2009.  EMA 5 (green line) was still trending higher 
than EMA12 (blue line).  But then, due to some very unfavorable news, the price plunged to 
below $2.   Without a plan, an investor might have put down half of his $20,000 in capital at 
$6.30 per share because the stock appeared to be doing really well, and he was confident the 
trend would continue.  Without any pre-planning of purchase amount, or a stop in place, this 
would have resulted in a loss of about $7000, or about 35% of his capital.   Of course, it is just a 
loss on paper until he sells.  He could wait for it to recover, but it might never recover; and while 
he is waiting, his money would not be available for other trades.   
 
Figure A1. Catastrophic loss due to not having stop order in place. 
 
The first line of defense against catastrophic loss is the stop order.  A stop is used for 
limiting losses, or protecting the gains already made.  For example, if the investor in the above 
example had set a stop at 8% below his purchase price, he would have lost around $800.  Once 
the price of a stock has descended to the level at which the stop has been set, the order 
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becomes a market order, which means it is sold immediately at the current trading level.  In 
addition, if the stock had hit a high which was up 18% from the initial purchase price, and he had 
set another stop at 8% below that mark, when the stock plunged downward, the stop would be 
converted to a market order at 10% above what he bought it for, resulting in a gain of 
approximately $1000. 
For the current research, trials were conducted with stops set at various percentages of 
the starting price, such as 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%.  The 8% stop seemed to produce the best 
results.  A 4% stop resulted in exiting the position too early, which caused more trades that 
resulted in a loss, and a 10% stop resulted in a higher loss per losing trade, but fewer losing 
trades. 
A trailing stop is like a stop, but manually adjusting the stop as the price goes up is not 
required.  For example, an 8% trailing stop is automatically set to 8% below the highest high 
achieved since the time of purchase.  This is convenient in that one does not have to monitor 
investments as closely, but it can be frustrating to see stocks making significant gains only to 
find out that the position was sold a couple of days earlier due to some unwanted volatility in 
the spread between daily highs and lows.   
A stop limit allows for setting a stop to prevent excessive losses, or protecting the gains 
made, while at the same time allowing specification of a target price point at which selling is 
acceptable.  If the stock hits the target price, the limit is converted to a market order, and the 
stock is sold at the current trading price.  For the current project, after making a purchase, a 
stop limit order is immediately placed with an 8% stop, and a 20% limit, which can then be 
adjusted upward as needed to protect gains. 
According to Both [23], the investor should only accept a level of risk somewhere in the 
range of 1% and 3% of cash holdings for any given purchase, which would allow the investor to 
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sustain many consecutive losses without ending an investment career.   The following is a simple 
formula for calculating risk: 
RiskAdjustedPositionSize = (Capital * RiskMax) / Stop [8] 
Given capital of $20,000, and a stop of 8%, position size for 1, 2, and 3 percent risk should be as 
follows: 
 
 1%:    Size = (20000 * .01) / .08 = $2500 
 2%:  Size = (20000 * .02) / .08 = $5000 
 3%:  Size = (20000 * .03) / .08 = $7500 
 
 The business plan for the current exercise assumes a growth rate of 5.0% in capital per 
month, resulting in an 80% increase in capital over a period of 12 months, and is based on the 
preliminary test values achieved by the GA optimization shown in Table A1: 
 
Table A1. Numbers Used for the Business Plan. 
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 To determine how many trades per month are needed to achieve 5.0% growth per 
month, the monthly goal is divided by the expected net profit (ENP):  TradesNeeded = $1000 / 
$184 = 5.4, so for the first year, the monthly goals would be as shown in Table A2: 
Table A2. Monthly Goals for First Year, Given Starting Capital of $20000.
 
 
The reason why the number of trades per month stays the same is that the investment amount 
is determined by the calculation for risk adjusted position size described above.  For a risk of 2%, 
and a stop of 8%, the investment amount happens to be 25% of the account balance.  
Therefore, if four positions are open, no further purchases can occur until a sale takes place.  
Given that the average holding time for a stock is around 15 business days for the given buy and 
sell criteria, five to six trades is probably the limit.  The reason why smaller investment amounts 
are not used, which would enable more trades per month, is because in real trading it takes 
time to monitor open positions, so too many open positions can become a problem.  
In order to back test a stock, its history prior to the buy signal in question is run 
individually through the optimized filters.  The intention with back testing was to have the buy 
signal fail the back test if it did not have a success rate greater than or equal to the probability of 
a successful trade achieved by the GA (59.5%), and an expected net profit greater than or equal 
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to that achieved by the GA ($184.48).  However, in the simulations in Chapter 7, this proved to 
be too restrictive, and the back test was set to succeed if the average profit was $50 or greater. 
 With back testing incorporated into the stock selection process, stock selection contains 
the following steps: 
 Download most recent data. 
 Find buy signals that meet the buy signal criteria. 
 Run the buy signals through the composite indicator filter, rejecting any signals that 
fail to meet the optimized threshold probabilities for each indicator. 
 Rank the remaining buy signals in descending order of total probability for a 
profitable trade, (sum of the probabilities for all indicators). 
 For each remaining buy signal, back test the individual stock by running its history 
through the composite set of indicators, accepting only signals that have an 
expected net profit of at least fifty dollars. 
 If any stocks remain, purchase the stock with the highest probability for a profitable 
trade.  
 Record back test information and all critical information related to the trade in the 
transaction log. 
 
The following is the tentative trading plan used in the current research:  
Trading Plan 
 Initial Capital:   $20,000. 
 Goal:   5.0% increase in capital per month. 
 Target success rate for choosing a profitable trade:   60%. 
 Expected Net Profit Per Trade (ENP):  3.7%, after transaction fees. 
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 Maximum Loss Allowed:  8%  (stop order). 
 Assumed risk per trade:  2% of capital. 
 Invested amount per trade:  25% of capital. 
 Maximum open positions at any given time:   4. 
 Average hold time:   15 days. 
 Trades per month:   5 to 6. 
 Buy Signal:  EMA5 just crossed above EMA12, and EMA5 > EMA12. 
 Back test:  Successfully gets through the composite indicator filter, and has ENP of 
$50 or more. 
 Records:  Log detailed information on each transaction, to be used for updating the 
business plan. 
 
